1. −1 Programmed Ribosomal Frameshifting {#sec0005}
========================================

There is an increasing appreciation for the role of mechanical force in biological processes at the cellular and molecular scale both in vitro and in vivo.[@bib0585], [@bib0590], [@bib0595], [@bib0600], [@bib0605] A striking example that makes it easy to appreciate the role of mechanical force at the molecular level is the translation elongational cycle of the ribosome during protein synthesis, one of life\'s most fundamental processes. With peptidyl transfer RNA (tRNA) holding on to the growing peptide while residing in the ribosome\'s P site, aminoacyl transfer RNAs carrying amino acids in accordance with the codon sequence of messenger RNA enter and form a codon--anticodon pair in the aminoacyl or A site of the ribosome (accommodation). After a new peptide bond has formed, the P-site and A-site tRNA\'s are moved to the E (Exit) site and P site (translocation), respectively, threading paired mRNA through the ribosome. Translocation vacates the A site, allowing new tRNA to enter and bind ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} ). The cycle repeats typically until a stop codon on the mRNA is reached. Since ribosomes can translate only single-stranded mRNA, complex mRNA structure motifs are unwound, by a mechanism that still remains obscure. Unlike initiation of translation for which several helicases have been identified[@bib0610] (eIF4A, DHX29, Ded1/DDX3, RHA/DHX9 to name a few), or where ribosomal protein S1 may be involved to unwind the mRNA[@bib0615] there are no known RNA helicases associated with the translocation of ribosomes along mRNA as part of the elongational cycle. How then do translocating ribosomes unwind the downstream mRNA structure they encounter? Work by Takyar et al. suggests that prokaryotic ribosomes have helicase activity themselves conferred on them by ribosomal proteins S3, S4, and S5, which encircle the mRNA entering the ribosome.[@bib0620] None of these proteins, however, have any ATPase activity that is usually associated with DNA and/or RNA helicases.[@bib0625] However, given the location of the helicase activity inside the mRNA tunnel, rotation of the 30S head relative to the 50S body could serve to shear the mRNA apart.[@bib0630], [@bib0635] It is also in principle conceivable that ribosomes may simply be strong enough, building up sufficient tension when translocating the tRNA and associated mRNA, to unfold any downstream mRNA as it forces it into the narrow mRNA entrance tunnel. However, prokaryotic ribosomes stall out at a relatively low opposing force of approximately 13 pN (for comparison, *Escherichia coli* RNA polymerase can move against forces up to ∼24 pN[@bib0640]), which seems to rule out any brute-force mechanisms for mRNA unfolding.[@bib0645] A recent single-molecule experiment indicates that ribosome helicase action during the translational elongation cycle may be twofold: it destabilizes the helical junction at the mRNA entry site favoring an open conformation, and it appears to pull mRNA strands apart during the translocation step when relatively large structural rearrangements occur on the ribosome.[@bib0650] Mechanical force may in principle assist in either activity.Figure 1Simplified schematic of the translation elongational cycle. EF-Tu catalyzes the binding of tRNA in the A site, while EF-G catalyzes the translocation step, moving the tRNAs into the P and E sites.Reprinted with permission from Skinner et al.[@bib0655] Copyright 2008 AIP Publishing LLC.

When ribosomes translocate, tRNA and mRNA tension may build up in the single-stranded mRNA connecting the coding site (A and P sites) and any downstream mRNA structure not yet unwound that is being pulled against the mRNA entry tunnel. In response to such increased tension ribosomes may pause or stall; they may unwind the downstream structure; the codon--anticodon interactions at the A and P sites may be disrupted; or a combination of these events may occur. Such a prominent role of mechanical force has appeal for quantitative physical modeling of −1 programmed ribosomal frameshifting (−1 PRF). −1 PRF is a translational recoding event in which ribosomes slip backward, out of the reading frame by a single base in response to two *cis*-acting mRNA elements, a so-called slippery sequence at the ribosome coding site, and a downstream mRNA structure motif (pseudoknot, hairpin) at the entrance to the ribosome ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} ).[@bib0660], [@bib0665], [@bib0670] Failure to unwind such a structure increases tension lowering the kinetic barrier for disruption of the codon--anticodon pairs at the slippery site.[@bib0675], [@bib0680], [@bib0685] The subsequent mRNA backward slippage, by a single nucleotide, is thought to relieve the tension so that the codon--anticodon interaction is reestablished but now in a −1 shifted reading frame. −1 PRF expands the information capacity of mRNA and is essential for the replication of (retro)viruses with minimal, compact genomes (eg, HIV-1, SARS). In many such systems, −1 PRF induces skipping of the 0-frame stop codon, giving rise to a fusion of structural and enzymatic proteins (to be further edited posttranslationally). In a mechanical picture of −1 PRF, the probability of a frameshift, also known as the frameshift efficiency is determined by the stability of the codon--anticodon interaction at the slippery sequence,[@bib0690] the structural integrity of the downstream mRNA structure,[@bib0695] and the elastic properties of the spacer bridging both those elements.Figure 2−1 Programmed ribosomal frameshift elements: slippery sequence at the coding site, spacer, and downstream RNA pseudoknot.Reprinted with permission from Bailey et al.[@bib0700] Copyright 2014 IOP.

When precisely in the translation elongational cycle the −1 frameshift occurs is still up for debate. Plant et al. have hypothesized that even tiny movements as small as 9 Å, thought to occur during the accommodation of tRNA, may increase tension and suffices to disrupt the codon--anticodon pairing when at the slippery sequence.[@bib0675] Recent theoretical modeling of −1 PRF shows that the 9 Å hypothesis is physically feasible, showing sharply peaked frameshift efficiencies only when ribosomes are at the slippery site.[@bib0700]

While this review addresses how force may be used to characterize elements in translation important for −1 PRF, it is worth pointing out that regulation of translation by force is not exclusively via mRNA, but may also act via other elements, for example, the emerging peptide. Goldman et al., recently demonstrated that mechanical force rescues stalled translation as part of the Sec protein-translocation pathway.[@bib0705] This pathway arrests translation as ribosome-nascent peptide chains are targeted to the membrane, that is, to the SecYEG transport channel.[@bib0710] Subsequently, the ATPase SecA is thought to physically pull on the nascent peptide restarting translation elongation and driving the peptide though the channel. An elegant single-molecule experiment by Goldman et al. demonstrated that pulling on the peptide with a mechanical force applied by optical tweezers indeed proved sufficient to restart translation elongation in arrested ribosomes.[@bib0705]

We will review methods and experiments that apply force to the single molecules to determine the mechanical properties of codon--anticodon interaction at the slippery site, the stability of downstream mRNA structure motifs that give rise to −1 PRF, and elastic properties of the ssRNA elasticity bridging those elements.

2. Applying Mechanical Forces to Individual Molecules {#sec0010}
=====================================================

While it is next to impossible to apply well-controlled forces to molecules in traditional solution-based biochemical assays,[@bib0715] single-molecule techniques such as optical tweezers,[@bib0720] magnetic tweezers,[@bib0725], [@bib0730], [@bib0735] and atomic force microscopy[@bib0740] (AFM)-based force spectroscopy[@bib0745] allow forces ranging from sub-pN to the nN range to be applied to individual molecules. Pioneering experiments have included probing the motility of individual motor proteins,[@bib0750], [@bib0755] the stretching of DNA molecules,[@bib0760] and the unfolding of giant muscle protein titin,[@bib0745] to name a few. These early studies have inspired a wide range of ever more advanced experiments targeting questions about the mechanochemistry of motor proteins[@bib0765]; the elastic and structural properties of DNA,[@bib0770] RNA,[@bib0775] and proteins,[@bib0780] as well as the interaction of these molecules with each other or with other ligands (protein-chaperone,[@bib0785], [@bib0790] RNA kissing loops[@bib0795], [@bib0800]).

2.1. Optical Tweezers {#sec0015}
---------------------

In optical tweezers a sharply focused laser beam traps microscopic particles near its focus,[@bib0720], [@bib0805] exerting an approximately linearly increasing force as particles are moved away from the equilibrium position.[@bib0810], [@bib0815], [@bib0820] In other words, the optical tweezers act as a microscopic 3-dimensional (3D) spring that may be characterized by 3 spring constant *k* ~x~, *k* ~y~, and *k* ~z~, which are proportional to the laser light intensity used to generate the optical tweezers. In most implementations of optical tweezers, *k* ~x~ and *k* ~y~ are similar if not identical, whereas *k* ~z~ is approximately 3--5 times smaller.[@bib0815] A variety of methods, generally based upon the Brownian motion of the particle in a harmonic potential and/or upon the response of the particle due to a known (fluid dynamic) disturbance, have been developed to calibrate these spring constants with ever increasing precision and accuracy.[@bib0815], [@bib0825] Once the spring constants have been determined, forces are computed from the measured displacement of the particle from the center of the tweezers. Optical tweezers have been shown to be ideally suited for exerting and measuring forces in the pN (10^--12^ N) regime. For large displacements the linear force--distance relation is lost and the tweezers is no longer spring-like. In fact a small region of constant force is encountered, which has been taken advantage of for creating a so-called passive constant-force trap.[@bib0830] Optical tweezers are not capable of trapping the molecules directly, but rather trap silica or polystyrene microspheres ranging in size from a few hundred nanometers to several micrometers that have been attached to the molecule of interest. To stretch and unfold individual molecules, the structural element of interest (RNA, DNA, protein) usually is sandwiched between two DNA handles that are then attached to the microsphere(s) held with the optical tweezers ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} ).[@bib0835], [@bib0840] Commonly used geometries include a single-beam setup with one handle attached to a solid surface, such as a microscope cover glass, while the other handle is held with the optical tweezers. The molecule may subsequently be stretched by laterally or vertically moving the microscope cover glass using a piezo-driven microscope stage. As indicated in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A, due to the specific geometry of this assay, upon lateral movement of the microscope stage the microsphere is pulled and displaced not only laterally but also axially, demanding knowledge of *k* ~x~, and *k* ~z~ as well as measurement of the displacements Δ*x* and Δ*z* to compute the direction and magnitude of the force exerted in the direction along the molecule.[@bib0845] While initially in these assays the measurement of Δ*z* proved problematic and *k* ~z~ and Δ*z* were estimated or computed indirectly,[@bib0845] it was later realized that the so-called back-focal plane position detection[@bib0850], [@bib0855] provides a direct measurement of Δ*x*, Δ*y*, as well as of Δ*z* with the latter being proportional to the total light intensity impinging on the photosensitive sensor.[@bib0860] Recent technological advances have taken advantage of this development and produced ultrastable (low drift) and extremely high precision and resolution optical tweezers specifically for use with the surface-attachment geometry.[@bib0865], [@bib0870] Figure 3Optical tweezers geometries. (A) Surface tethering. Stage movement induces lateral as well as axial microsphere displacement in the optical tweezers. (B) Optical tweezers-nanopore arrangement. (C) Micropipette-optical tweezers arrangement. (D) Dumbbell arrangement (not to scale).

However, axial displacement in the optical tweezers may be eliminated altogether by avoiding any surface-coupling and alternatively attaching this handle to a microsphere held on a micropipette[@bib0835] as indicated in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C. Upon proper alignment lateral displacement of the micropipette force measurement then only requires measurement of Δ*x* for accurate computation of force. It is noted that in early implementation of this assay two counter-propagating, moderately focused laser beams were used to form a 3D trap; an arrangement that allows for direct measurement of force (by conservation of momentum).[@bib0875]

A preferred assay involves a dumbbell geometry in which the molecule is held in between two optical tweezers ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}D). This geometry in principle holds significant practical advantages over the other geometries. Instrumental drift is much reduced as the molecule, handles, and beads are suspended in a fluid and do not have any direct mechanical interaction, that is, contact with the instrument. Remaining drift due to laser beam pointing instabilities may be further reduced by traditional-type laser beam stabilization techniques utilizing feedback schemes and/or immersing essential optical paths in helium.[@bib0880] Such measures allow for subnanometer, Angstrom level resolution position measurements of trapped particles. In addition, when the positions of the microspheres in both traps are measured simultaneously, correlation analysis may provide further enhancement of the position signal to noise ratio.[@bib0885] While in principle not limited to this geometry, the dumbbell assay saw the first implementation of the so-called passive constant-force tweezers or force clamp.[@bib0830] Constant-force optical tweezers were pioneered to study the force dependence of the mechanochemistry of the kinesin motor protein.[@bib0765], [@bib0820] This force clamp applied a (digital) feedback to assure a constant distance between the center of the tweezers and the microsphere, thus maintaining a constant force. It has been shown however that the limited time-response of the feedback loop may directly affect the kinetics of unfolding and refolding of molecules held near the transition force.[@bib0890] A passive force clamp eliminates the need for any active feedback by pulling one of the microspheres in the dumbbell assay to a region of the optical tweezers where the potential is linear and thus the force is constant.[@bib0830] This region typically is small, ∼50 nm, limiting its use to the unfolding of small molecules only. Recently by shaping the trapped particles Phillips et al. were able to increase the constant-force region to several microns.[@bib0895] It remains to be seen if the relatively large particles for which this was demonstrated prove practical and advantageous for single-molecule unfolding studies, but the idea is interesting as it could allow access to the unfolding of much larger molecules.

With the bandwidth and dead-time limitation of active feedback resolved, folding kinetics may subsequently be derived after correcting the remaining instrument response due to the tweezers' spring constant and compliance of the DNA handles.[@bib0900] Constant-force dumbbell assays may also be implemented using counter-propagating laser beams, which allow for shorter than usual DNA handles if so desired.[@bib0905], [@bib0910]

While the emphasis of this review is on the use of optical tweezers for unfolding individual molecules alternative techniques deserve mentioning and in some cases be more beneficial for particular applications.

2.2. Magnetic Tweezers {#sec0020}
----------------------

Magnetic tweezers based assays appear similar to the surface-coupled geometry used with optical tweezers but now the molecule is stretched vertically between the surface and a magnetic bead ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A).[@bib0730] Two magnets suspended above the bead provide a magnetic field gradient resulting in typical forces in the pN range, its magnitude set by the height of the magnets (or electrical current if electromagnets are used). The typical magnetic field gradient however is sufficiently shallow so that magnetic tweezers are by their nature a constant-force single-molecule technique. The force applied remains constant over the dimensions of the molecule, that is, independent of its state, folded or unfolded. As the force is applied vertically, the particle\'s displacement upon unfolding is usually determined with nanometer resolution from the degree of defocus observed in the microscope using image processing. The axial spring constant, *k* ~z~ is readily determined from lateral particle displacement fluctuations (Brownian motion) once realizing the system entails an inverted pendulum.[@bib0730] It is of interest that axial, vertical stretching is now also used on occasion with optical tweezers enabling the use of short tethers.[@bib0915] Figure 4(A) Magnetic tweezers. (B) AFM-based force spectroscopy (not to scale).

While many single-molecule methods readily allow the observation of repeated unfolding and refolding of one particular molecule, sampling a large number of molecules remains time-consuming. However, magnetic tweezers are of particular interest because they hold promise for (massively) parallelization of single-molecule experiments: many surface-coupled beads may readily be observed within one field-of-view of the microscope[@bib0920] with all molecules potentially held at the same force. Such parallelization, although in principle not impossible with optical tweezers is more readily achieved using magnetic tweezers in which the magnetic field is applied over a large area that in principle could contain tens to hundreds of surface-tethered particles. It is also noted that recently centrifugation has been reintroduced to exert forces on individual molecules in a massively parallel fashion.[@bib0925] However, to date this method does not appear to have been widely adopted.

2.3. AFM {#sec0025}
--------

AFM has traditionally been applied for force spectroscopy of individual proteins or protein repeats, in particular the giant protein titin ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}B).[@bib0745] In AFM a cantilevered sharp tip probes the surface which the molecule of interest has been deposited on and/or attached to. As it moves along the surface, the tip approaches and retracts from the surface, detecting a tip-molecule attachment as the cantilever deflects upon retraction. This bending of the cantilever is determined by measuring the deflection of a laser beam reflected off the end of the cantilever using a position-sensitive photo detector. The spring constant of the cantilever is generally determined by analysis of its thermal fluctuations, in much the same way as the optical tweezers use Brownian motion. Other methods exist, for a review see Cumpson et al.[@bib0930] While typical cantilevers have spring constants far exceeding those of optical tweezers resulting in typical forces of order nN, softer cantilevers have become available allowing forces in the pN regime to be measured or applied. Furthermore, recent technical improvements reducing drift and increasing tip-sample stability to as small as 100 pm have the potential of bringing AFM to single-molecule unfolding experiments that would otherwise employ optical tweezers.[@bib0935] Also note that such stability in principle makes previously impossible constant-force experiments feasible. AFM would then hold the advantage that it is more readily automated to scan the surface for viable candidates for stretching; unfold and refold the molecule a predetermined number of times; then break the tether and move on to the next. Since typically the tip-molecule attachment is nonspecific it is not always clear which part of the molecule is unfolded, or worse if the molecule or something else altogether has been stretched. One therefore tends to construct repeat sequences of the structures of interest which serve as a fingerprint of the molecule.[@bib0940] For example, in a five-repeat structure one may decide to only analyze data displaying three or more repeats, thus maximizing the probability that the desired molecule is being unfolded. However, since it was shown that unfolding forces depend upon the number of unfolded domains in a chain, so-called order statistics need to be applied for generating proper parent distribution functions[@bib0945] of unfolding forces before such data can further be utilized for analysis and/or predictions of kinetic behavior. While this analysis assumes repeats of identical noninteracting domains governed by a single underlying parent force distribution function, in principle the same applies when unfolding sequences of nonidentical structural domains, such as complex molecules[@bib0950] in which case the unfolding forces are pulled from multiple differing parent distributions. Successful statistical order correction may then depend on the ability to recognize which type of domain is unfolded (eg, by difference in change of extension) so as to assign the observed unfolding event to the proper associated parent distribution.

2.4. Nanopores {#sec0030}
--------------

Biological (eg, α-hemolysin[@bib0955], [@bib0960]) and man-made solid-state[@bib0965], [@bib0970], [@bib0975] nanopores enable mechanical unfolding of bare proteins and nucleic acids without the need for any handles or microspheres, thus potentially easing the interpretation of data and derived kinetics.[@bib0980] The molecules are forced through a nanometer scale hole due to an electrical potential applied across the pore interrupting the baseline electrical current as the molecule resides in the pore. Unfolding of structures initially too big to pass through and blocking the current may be detected as a sudden increase in the current after they unfold and then zip through the pore. By ramping up the potential difference across the pore, a distribution of unfolding voltages can thus be acquired. Alternatively, one may choose to operate at constant voltage and record the time required for unfolding to occur. In many respects this is analogous to the use of optical tweezers with voltage taking the role of force. However, while nanopore-based experiments sample only a single unfolding event for each of the many molecules passing through sequentially, optical tweezers experiments do the opposite and are better suited to sample many repeated unfolding and refolding events for only one single molecule. Also, unlike optical tweezers the magnitude of the actual force applied remains largely unknown. Efforts have been made to measure this force directly using optical tweezers and nanopores in a combined setup ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B).[@bib0985] Interestingly, in such an arrangement one could imagine using the optical tweezers to pull a molecule through the nanopore (in the absence of any electrical potential) potentially mimicking how ribosomes pull through and unravel structured mRNA. Although such type of experiments have been proposed[@bib0985], [@bib0990] actual data remains scarce, if nonexistent. For a more extensive discussion see chapter: Studies of RNA Sequence and Structure Using Nanopores.

3. Varying or Constant Force Protocols {#sec0035}
======================================

Molecules may be unfolded following a variety of stretching protocols: one may, for example, slowly or quickly ramp up the force in a linear fashion (force ramp); apply a sudden change in force (force jump); or hold the system at a constant force at all times.[@bib0995]

3.1. Force-Ramp Mode {#sec0040}
--------------------

A force ramp is generated simply by moving one of the ends of molecular construct away from the opposing end, usually at a constant speed. As the construct is stretched the force increases accordingly and is determined by measuring the position of the microsphere in the optical trap or magnetic tweezers, or the deflection of the AFM tip. When the force ramp is shallow and the molecule is pulled slowly, that is, slower than the intrinsic kinetic (un)folding rates of the molecule, the (un)folding event occurs at or very near to thermodynamic equilibrium. Equilibrium behavior is readily recognized in recorded force-extension data: the sudden increase in extension upon unfolding during stretching occurs at the same force as the drop in extension upon relaxation of the molecule.[@bib0835] In other words, the extension and relaxation curves overlap. At equilibrium conditions, equilibrium thermodynamic quantities such as the free-energy change of the reaction (Δ*G*) are readily derived once the elastic response of the DNA handles has been accounted for.[@bib0835], [@bib1000], [@bib1005] However, equilibrium conditions cannot always be met and are often limited to a relatively small group of molecules, such as short DNA and RNA stem loops that lack tertiary interaction and when structural properties are predominantly governed by Watson--Crick base pairing. Nevertheless, even with these molecules, experiments can quickly be driven away from equilibrium by stretching (and relaxing) the molecule more rapidly. In particular, tertiary interactions quickly drive experiments away from equilibrium so that unfolding and refolding forces differ significantly, even at moderate to low ramp rates (an example is shown in [Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"}). In many cases equilibrium conditions simply prove impractical experimentally as low ramp rates put ever-increasing demands upon instrument stability and drift.

Departure from equilibrium is not as problematic as it may appear. So-called fluctuation relations, such as the Jarzynski\'s equality and Crooks' fluctuation theorem provide a theoretical framework for deriving equilibrium free energy differences from nonequilibrium work measurements.[@bib1010], [@bib1015] Small RNA hairpins, whose (un)folding using optical tweezers could readily be tuned from near- to off equilibrium by adjusting the force-ramp rate, have successfully served to verify these methods.[@bib1020], [@bib1025] However, applying fluctuation relation may put unexpected demands upon experimental procedures as demonstrated by Ribezzi-Crivellari et al. who point out that the work measurement then should ideally be based upon a force measurement in the moving, not in the static optical tweezers as is customary in dumbbell geometries.[@bib0910]

Nonequilibrium measurements also do not preclude the determination of the energy landscapes underlying the physics of molecular folding.[@bib1030] Therefore, in some cases it may in fact be advantageous to create off-equilibrium conditions, and to increase ramp rates to ensure low-drift, high-stability experimental conditions.

3.2. Constant-Force Mode {#sec0045}
------------------------

Repeated unfolding and (re)folding events can be recorded for systems at equilibrium by keeping the applied force constant at the characteristic (un)folding force. In the data one would observe the extension to "hop" between two or more discrete mean values representing the folded, unfolded, and possibly intermediate states. For most such experiments, a dumbbell-type passive constant-force optical tweezers is preferred as it circumvents bandwidth issues apparent in active feedback system, and provides a stable, low-drift solution for maintaining a constant force.[@bib0830], [@bib0890] Equilibrium experiments readily allow for the determination of folding energy landscapes. From such experiments, the folding energy landscape *U*(*x*) in principle is readily obtained from the histogram or probability distribution of the molecule\'s extension, *P* ~mol~(*x*) as these quantities are related by the Boltzmann distribution at equilibrium[@bib0900], [@bib1030]:$$P_{\text{mol}}(x) \propto e^{- U(x)/k_{\text{B}}T}$$

However, the real experiment measures *P*(*x*), a histogram of microsphere position which also includes contributions due to compliance of the trapped microspheres (the force probe) and the DNA handles, which can be written as a convolution of *P* ~mol~(*x*) and a response or point spread function PSF(*x*) characteristic of the assay used.$$P(x) = \text{PSF}(x) \otimes P_{\text{mol}}(x)\text{,}$$

The assay\'s PSF(*x*) can be determined by recording microsphere position histograms at identical conditions, but by using the DNA handles microsphere(s) construct without the folded structure motif present. *P* ~mol~(*x*) is subsequently computed by applying a (nonlinear) deconvolution algorithm, after which the 1D energy profile readily follows[@bib1030]:$$U(x) \propto - k_{\text{B}}T\ln P_{\text{mol}}(x)$$

The constant-force method relies on the relatively rapid acquisition of a large amount of folding and unfolding events, thus ensuring that the energy barrier separating the folded and unfolded states, where the system spends the least of its time, is also sufficiently sampled. This requirement becomes increasingly hard to meet when the height of the barrier increases and the barrier top becomes rarely sampled by the molecule, leading to impractically long measurement times. To circumvent this problem, de Messieres et al. adopted an umbrella sampling style technique in which a stiff force probes (optical tweezers, AFM) harmonically constrain excursions along the reaction coordinate, but is stepped along the reaction coordinate.[@bib0915] As the probe is moved along the reaction coordinate, the otherwise (ie, in constant-force mode) rarely sampled regions are effectively addressed, enabling rapid data acquisition. Landscapes thus reconstructed were in good agreement with those derived from constant-force measurements.

Alternatively one may apply force ramp or jump experiments to sample more closely near (high) energy barriers. However, while the reconstruction of the energy landscape *U*(*x*) is rather intuitive at equilibrium conditions, more involved methods, either model independent or model dependent, must be applied to reconstruct energy landscape from nonequilibrium data. Applicability, limitations, advantages, and disadvantages of these approaches have been comprehensively addressed in a recent review by Woodside and Block, and will not be repeated.[@bib1030]

4. Probing −1 PRF Elements With Force {#sec0050}
=====================================

4.1. Unfolding RNA Hairpins and Pseudoknots {#sec0055}
-------------------------------------------

To theoretically appreciate the effect of force upon mRNA unwinding or unfolding, it is insightful to think of folding as a minimum-energy search on the surface of a landscape reflecting the energetics of the molecular conformations.[@bib1035] Such analysis may assist in a quantitative understanding of −1 PRF as it would allow for comparing the thermodynamics and kinetics of the downstream mRNA unfolding with the dynamics and energetics of the disassociation and reassociation of the mRNA codon and tRNA anticodons at the associated slippery sequence. However, given the large number of degrees of freedom of even the smallest RNA molecules, these energy landscapes are highly multidimensional allowing, in principle, multiple pathways from an unfolded to the lowest-energy folded conformation. Experiments usually only resolve a 1D projection of the multidimensional landscape onto a single reaction coordinate ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} ). For example, in the case of mechanical unfolding the end-to-end distance or extension of the molecule appears a natural choice for a reaction coordinate. However, can such a condensed 1D projection capture the relevant thermodynamics and kinetics of the systems studied? In other words, what makes a "good" reaction coordinate? This is an important question as a poor choice of reaction coordinate may quickly lead to incorrect interpretation of data and to wrong conclusions.[@bib1030], [@bib1040] Recent work has started to address this question more rigorously. One may demand that a "good" reaction coordinate faithfully captures the folding kinetics observed in data and provides predictions on the outcome of a pathway. But since the choice of reaction coordinate is typically not free but experimentally constrained, how can one test and confirm that the experimentally accessible reaction coordinate is in fact a "good" coordinate. Work by Du et al. introduces the split probability or committer, *p* ~F~(*x*), as a reaction coordinate quality test.[@bib1045] Figure 51D energy landscape with a kinetic barrier separating the unfolded and folded states. Application of force tilts the landscape \[dashed (red dashed in the web version)\] so as to lower the barrier from the folded state promoting escape to the unfolded state.

With reference to the energy landscape shown in [Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}, *p* ~F~(*x*) is defined as the probability along the reaction coordinate *x* of reaching the folded state. Ideally, *p* ~F~(*x*) should approach 0 when in the unfolded state, 1 in the folded state, and a ½ when at the top of the barrier separating the two energy minima, the latter condition then a reasonable minimum requirement for a "good" reaction coordinate. Upon such analysis by Chodera et al. the end-to-end distance appeared at first a poor reaction coordinate for unfolding DNA hairpins using optical tweezers.[@bib1050] However, subsequent work by Neupane et al., who carefully accounted for any effects of the extra fluctuations due to compliance of DNA handles and microspheres in the optical tweezers, did find the end-to-end distance to be a good reaction coordinate.[@bib1055] Rather than *p* ~F~(*x*) however, they evaluated a related, perhaps more robust quantity, the conditional probability *p*(*x\|*TP) that the molecule is on a transition path when the end-to-end distance equals *x*, a function that sharply peaks near the top of the barrier where it should approach ½. One concludes that (un)folding of simple DNA hairpins near equilibrium can be considered a 1D diffusion problem.[@bib1055] While this analysis proved successful for relatively simple molecular structures, it remains to be seen if the same conclusion will hold for more complex architectures containing tertiary interactions prevalent in proteins and many RNA molecules.[@bib0950], [@bib1060] In any case, the analysis framework for testing reaction coordinate quality should be directly applicable to such systems. It may be fair to demand that single-molecule unfolding studies include a reaction coordinate quality test if any energy landscape and/or kinetics are to be derived from single-molecule unfolding data.

As previously discussed, it is not a stretch of the imagination to suppose a correlation between mRNA pseudoknot stability, measured as an unfolding force, and −1 PRF efficiency. However thus far, single-molecule studies of unfolding of −1 PRF-stimulating mRNA structures have predominantly focused on determining unfolding forces with little analyses in terms of energy landscapes and/or kinetics and with little to no attention to the "goodness" of the reaction coordinate. There currently appears somewhat of a disconnect between the advanced analysis methods that have proven successful for small, simple hairpin structures and the unfolding of more complex perhaps more biologically relevant structures.

Stepwise unfolding of large complex RNA structures may provide a fingerprint of its structure when it is dominated by secondary interactions, Watson--Crick base pairing and unfolding proves hierarchical.[@bib0950] However, for very short mRNA structures that are dominated by tertiary interactions such fingerprinting is likely to fail. For example, in the case of the Beet Western Yellow Virus RNA pseudoknot ([Fig. 6](#fig0030){ref-type="fig"} ) in which a quadruple base interaction of residue C8 is thought to sustain its compact structure, only the unfolding of stem 1 could explicitly be identified by the increase in extension.[@bib1065] Moreover, upon changing pH and/or mutating residue C8 such correlations could no longer be established.Figure 6BWYV pseudoknot structures with the C8U substitution mutant\'s force-extension curves as obtained with surface-mounted optical tweezers in force-ramp mode. Unfolding occurs at a force of ∼13 pN, whereas refolding is not observed upon relaxation.Reprinted with permission from White et al.[@bib1065] Copyright 2011 American Chemical Society.

Thus it is not surprising that stretching studies of −1 PRF RNA pseudoknots have thus far focused on determining the forces required for unfolding wild-type and mutant structures that have increased or reduced frameshift efficiency. While early stretching studies indicate that a correlation between frameshift efficiencies and unfolding force exists,[@bib1070], [@bib1075] later studies fail to establish any such correlation.[@bib1065], [@bib1080], [@bib1085] Interestingly, Ritchie et al. propose a correlation with conformational plasticity of the pseudoknot rather than with force, consistent with White\'s observation that BWYV mutant pseudoknots abolishing −1 PRF in fact yield slightly higher unfolding forces and may be accessing multiple unfolding pathways much unlike the wild-type BWYV pseudoknot.[@bib1065], [@bib1085] Furthermore, −1 PRF-suppressing ligands also appear to inhibit such required structural plasticity in the SARS coronavirus pseudoknot.[@bib1090] A recent single-molecule analysis of the nonviral, human −1 PRF signal in CCR5 mRNA also has yielded multiple conformers and unfolding pathways.[@bib1095]

It is hard to judge how appropriate and insightful these unfolding experiments truly are for a quantitative physical understanding of −1 PRF. During the translational elongation cycle, the mRNA, rather than being stretched from both ends, is threaded through the narrow entry tunnel to the ribosome, leaving one end free. Therefore, both scenarios may access significantly different unfolding pathways on a multidimensional energy landscape. Such concern may suggest alternative experimental geometries in which individual RNA molecules are pulled through nanopores, ideally in a controlled fashion using optical tweezers to apply well-defined forces.[@bib0990]

Unfolding by optical tweezers, or as proposed using nanopores are, with "bare" mRNA molecules, that is, in the absence of any upstream ribosomes. It will be of interest to see if ribosome-positioned upstream significantly affect pseudoknot unfolding force, unfolding pathways, and plasticity.[@bib1100], [@bib1105] Single-molecule assays that probe the codon--anticodon dynamics at the slippery sequence and investigate the force dependence of the translation elongational cycle (discussed later in the chapter; see [Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}) should be fit to answer these questions and allow unfolding of −1 PRF mRNA structure motifs held at the ribosome\'s entry site.[@bib0645], [@bib1110] Irrespective of such concerns, unfolding of isolated molecules may still provide clues toward a −1 PRF mechanism in specific cases. For example, in the case of the BWYV pseudoknot, combining unfolding with optical tweezers and computationally by steered molecular dynamics simulations, identified detailed molecular rearrangements that may explain how the C8U and C8A mutations abolish −1 PRF.[@bib1065]

4.2. Elastic Properties of the Single-Stranded RNA Spacer Sequence {#sec0060}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Connecting the slippery sequence at the coding site and the downstream mRNA structure motif is a short (∼5--6 nucleotides) single-stranded spacer sequence. How rapidly tension builds up upon ribosome motion or is relieved upon mRNA unfolding, depends upon the spacer\'s elastic properties. Due to lack of any other data, quantitative models usually apply elastic properties as derived from single-molecule stretching experiments using long, spatially unconfined RNA molecules, often homopolymeric to avoid any base pairing.[@bib1115], [@bib1120], [@bib1125]

Both AFM and optical tweezers have been used for such single-molecule stretching experiments, which allowed the molecule to be modeled as a so-called worm-like chain model for polymer elasticity, yielding a persistence length, that is, a measure for its stiffness expressed as the typical distance over which a thermal energy unit of *k* ~B~ *T* is able to bend the molecule, of approximately 1--1.5 nm, about 30--50 times smaller than for dsDNA. The worm-like chain\'s force--extension relation then allows computation of the developed tension[@bib0845]:$$F(x) = \frac{k_{\text{B}}T}{L_{\text{p}}}\left\lbrack {\frac{1}{4\left( {1 - x/L + F/S} \right)^{2}} - \frac{1}{4} + \frac{x}{L} - \frac{F}{S}} \right\rbrack\text{,}$$with *k* ~B~ the Boltzmann constant, *L* ~p~ the persistence length, *L* the contour length of the molecule, and *S* the stretching modulus. Examples of force-extension data for homopolymeric single-stranded RNA are shown in [Fig. 7](#fig0035){ref-type="fig"} .Figure 7Elasticity of RNA homopolymers. (A) Force-extension of a single poly(U) RNA molecule at varying Na^+^ concentrations. A worm-like chain model fits the 500 mM data well but fails to capture the increasingly prevalent electrostatic interactions at low Na^+^ concentrations.[@bib1115] (B) Unlike poly(U) the force-extension data for poly(A) and poly(C) displays a shoulder indicative of an helix-coil transition. Solid lines fit to a theoretical model.[@bib1125]Reprinted with permission from Seol et al.[@bib1115], [@bib1125] Copyright 2004, 2007 American Physical Society.

However, it is not obvious that such data and associated polymer elasticity models are applicable to the short, heteropolymeric and spatially confined spacer sequence. Further complications arise when considering that the spacer is likely to interact with ribosomal RNA and proteins lining the tunnel,[@bib0635], [@bib1130] something not readily captured by any polymer model. In a stochastic model of −1 PRF, Bailey et al. found it necessary to account for the effects of confinement,[@bib0700] which proved somewhat problematic as theories either address very strong (channels much narrower than a persistence length) or weak (channels much wider than a persistence length) confinement.[@bib1135], [@bib1140] Recent work such as by Tree et al. explores the intermediate regime of confinement of more direct relevance to the spacer sequence.[@bib1145] However, such work often does not address the force--extension relation under moderately confined conditions[@bib1150] which would be beneficial for modeling and a quantitative understanding of −1 PRF.[@bib0700]

4.3. Probing the Coding Site {#sec0065}
----------------------------

What remains is a physical characterization of codon--anticodon interactions, ideally with slippery as well as nonslippery mRNA sequences at the ribosome coding site.

Early work by Uemura et al. report rupture forces for mRNA and prokaryotic ribosomes of 12--15 pN in the absence of a flanking Shine--Dalgarno sequence, but with the A and P sites occupied with tRNAs.[@bib1155] Addition of an upstream Shine--Dalgarno sequence stabilizes the mRNA--ribosome complex yielding rupture forces as high as ∼27 pN. Vanzi et al. reported sudden slippage of ribosomes on a poly(U) template at typical forces of 10--15 pN.[@bib1120] However, active translocation was not demonstrated in these studies. At conditions favorable for active translocation, Skinner[@bib0655] found gradual slippage on poly(U) at forces as low as 7--9 pN. These measurements may serve to provide typical baseline force values to be kept in mind in the context of frameshifting.

Recent experiments by the Bustamante and Tinoco groups address translation by active prokaryotic ribosomes at the single-molecule level,[@bib0645], [@bib0650], [@bib1110], [@bib1160] but do not yet synthesize a complete answer of how force affects the codon--anticodon interaction and its dynamics on the ribosome during frameshifting. But, since these experimental assays together appear to hold all the ingredients to successfully address this question the experimental geometry and some of their results are outlined later in the chapter. An ingenious single-molecule experiment by Yan et al. primarily probes the effect of the slippery sequence and flanking mRNA structure motifs on codon--anticodon interaction and −1 frameshift efficiency[@bib1110] ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"} ), whereas Liu et al. explicitly explore the role of force upon translation velocities on nonslippery mRNA sequences.[@bib0645] Figure 8Single-molecule assay for detecting codon-sampling (fluctuations) and −1 frameshifting by individual ribosomes at the slippery sequence (SS).Dotted lines are spaced one codon apart.Reprinted with permission from Yan et al.[@bib1110] Copyright 2015 Elsevier.

In Yan\'s setup the mRNA being translated, containing the frameshift signal is designed as a hairpin sandwiched between two DNA handles with their ends held in optical tweezers and on the tip of a micropipette, respectively ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}). When during translation, ribosomes move along and unwind the double-stranded hairpin, upon each translated codon six nucleotides become exposed yielding a readily detectable stepwise increase in extension of the trapped DNA--RNA construct. Downstream of the frameshift signal the mRNA contains two spatially well-separated stop codons positioned in the 0 frame and −1 frame, respectively, which serve as frameshift reporters ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}). Once a ribosome has stalled at one of the stop codons, a long (∼40 bp) or short (∼26 bp) hairpin remains depending upon the reading frame. The size of the remaining hairpin is readily determined by unfolding using the optical tweezers in force-ramp mode and careful analysis of the increase in extension. The frameshift signal investigated was derived from the *E. coli DnaX* gene and contains three essential RNA elements: a slippery sequence (AAAAAAC) and a downstream RNA structure (a 11 base pair hairpin), two elements also commonly required in viral −1 PRF signals, and in addition a Shine--Dalgarno sequence 10 nucleotides upstream of the slippery sequence. In the assay the *DnaX* hairpin has been extended to contain the frameshift reporters, that is, the two stop codons and hairpin structure.

Using this assay the authors observe stepwise (one codon at a time) unidirectional movement of individual ribosomes along mRNA. However, upon reaching the particular sequence---slippery or not---flanked by the Shine--Dalgarno sequence and the downstream hairpin junction, dynamic (∼2 Hz), large scale (∼1 codon) back-and-forth fluctuations were observed ([Fig. 8](#fig0040){ref-type="fig"}). These fluctuations are thought to allow the ribosome to sample the different reading frames (codon sampling). Interestingly, smaller but higher-frequency fluctuations at, for example, 85 Hz as identified by power spectral analysis occur exclusively on the flanked slippery sequence (wild-type and A5G mutant) possibly reflecting ribosome subunit head rotation enhanced by the flanking structural elements. By combining mass spectrometry analysis of translated product and single-molecule translation trajectories the authors identify a wide range of frameshifting pathways, and also find evidence for fidelity checking of codon--anticodon that gives rise to early termination after frameshifting.

In Yan\'s single-molecule frameshift assay the ribosome has not been conjugated to any surface or microsphere and is free to move along the mRNA threaded through it. This renders it less well suited for probing the force dependence of the observed phenomena, such as the codon sampling, the low- and high-frequency fluctuations, and frameshift efficiency. In the current configuration the entire mRNA--DNA handle complex was held at a constant force of ∼18 pN. As the mRNA path through the ribosome is not straight, any tension trying to straighten the mRNA may in principle reduce accessible mRNA conformations required at the coding site and indirectly destabilize any tRNA--mRNA interactions. However, such concerns appear unwarranted as previous work did not find any tension dependence of translocation step times.[@bib1160] In fact, high tension proved beneficial as it rescued long ribosomal stalls, presumably by assisting in unfolding any downstream mRNA roadblocks.

To more directly probe the effect of force at the coding site, the ribosome itself needs to be immobilized, while force pulls on the mRNA.[@bib0645], [@bib0655], [@bib1120], [@bib1155] Liu et al. have used such an experimental geometry and measured a single-exponential force dependence of the translational velocity. Surface attachment was via ribosomal protein S16, at point thought to minimally affect ribosome function so that force exerted by the mRNA would predominantly affect the mechanical translocation of the tRNAs from the A and P sites to the P and E site, respectively. A stall force of 13 ± 2 pN was found (by extrapolation), lower than, for example, the unfolding force of stemloop 1 of the BWYV pseudoknot which promotes frameshifting efficiently in prokaryotic translation system.[@bib1065], [@bib1105] This goes to show that downstream mRNA structure motifs can readily regulate translation velocities and therefore may affect associated phenomena such as frameshifting. Also, since the actual applied force did not appear to exceed 10 pN, no mRNA--ribosome ruptures were reported.[@bib1120], [@bib1155]

It should be clear that these assays are uniquely qualified to combine the direct force measurements à la Liu[@bib0645] with the reading frameshift reporting mRNA template developed by Yan et al.[@bib1110] If then also the mRNA template contains a slippery sequence associated with a mechanically (ie, by force) well-characterized −1 PRF-promoting hairpin or pseudoknot, a complete physical picture of −1 PRF may successfully emerge.

It is noted that while −1 PRF is mainly a eukaryotic phenomenon, all single-molecule translation assays employ prokaryotic ribosomes. However, it has also been shown that −1 PRF systems can frameshift efficiently in prokaryotic translation assays. Furthermore while the biological details may differ, it is not unlikely that the underlying physical principles remain the same.[@bib1105], [@bib1130]

5. Conclusions {#sec0070}
==============

Ever-advancing physical methods and single-molecule assay designs combined with sophisticated data-analysis methods bring a precise physical mechanism and model of −1 PRF within reach. Although mechanical force has a dominant role to play, the merging picture will likely be rather more complex than any assumed simple correlation of −1 PRF efficiency and RNA pseudoknot unfolding force. How force controls the kinetics of codon sampling at the slippery sequence and of the melting of the downstream mRNA structure is the key to a quantitative model of −1 PRF.
